The RAP (Role and Performance) Framework:
Managing Individual Executive Performance in an Organization
Executive
Role Delineations

Organization’s
Mission

= who does what
=org chart is 1 way in which
this is communicated
= job descriptions or positions
charters are others
= often generic - do not refer
to specific’s of current year’s
strategic plan

= long term
(more than a few
years) goals and
objectives

leads to

indicate which
executive roles
exist

This Year’s
Strategic Plan
= this year’s
goals and objectives
= at organizational level
= may be a formal document
or just a well understood
agreement among “inner core”
of most senior individuals

determines

Competency Dictionary
= a listing of the competencies relevant to
executive performance in this organization
= based on a well established competency
model, which is “adapted” by this organization
so that it reflects its language and culture
= focuses on “general management” competences
= uses behaviour language to describe
competencies in a way that is observable by others
= is kept to a reasonable set - including too many
competencies makes it unusable
= includes a behaviorally based “level” scale
such as:
0 - demonstrates no ability in this competency
1 - show awareness of the competency in
dialogue, but never or seldom
demonstrates it in behavior
2 - demonstrates competency in behaviour
in normal day to day situations
3 - demonstrates competency in all situations,
including ones in which there is high
stress and risk
4 - demonstrates competency in all situations,
and consistently develops the competency
in subordinates so that they demonstrate it
in their behaviour

structure
the details
of

Role Accountability
and Authority Maps
(RAAMs)
= 5 to 7 main accountabilities
plus authority for each
(ability to make decisions
allocating $, people
and other resources)
= refreshed / renewed as strategic
plan is refreshed / renewed /
changed
= kept manageable - 2 pages
or 1 11 x 17 page

is used
in

Personal
Performance
Agreements (PPAs)
= time based
(this quarter, this year, ... ...)
= for this individual in this role for
this period
= measures for each accountability
in this time period (measurable
means observable by others,
concrete and specific)
= negotiated by superior / subordinate;
signed by both
= individual always asks “Do I have the
authority needed to achieve this
measurable?” If no, negotiates a
a reduction in measurable
= refreshed / renewed each relevant
time period

The RAD (Role and Development) Framework:
Managing Individual Executive Development in an Organization

leads to

= compare actual results achieved against
against contracted measurables
= for this individual in this role for
this period
= leads very few suprises since measurables
are concrete, specific and observable
by others, and both individuals
can see progress on then
during period

influence

Role Competency Maps

determine

= time based
(this quarter, this year, ... ...)
= competencies required to
achieve this RAAM
= organized into core and
specialized
= core covers competencies
required to deliver 60% to 80%
of day to day performance in role
= specialized covers competencies
needed for other performances
or for performance in exceptional,
occasional or crisis situations
= built using standard competency
dictionary for all executive roles
in organization
(except for specific technical know how
which uses technical, professional or
industry language)

Individual to Role
Competency Gap
= comparison between
an Individual Competency Assessment
and a Role Competency Map
= identifies the gap between them;
gaps may indicate that individual does
not yet have competency, or has it
as lower “level” than required by
goal
= define what is needed for
this “individual” to have an
excellent chance to succeed
in “role”

Individual Competency
Assessments
is used
in

Personal
Performance
Evaluations (PPEs)

= can be for this individual in
this role or for this individual
in this potential role
= for 360 degree, key is negotiating
reasonable sample: superior, clients, peers,
and superiors so that each “perspective”
is sound
= uses organization competency dictionary
and Role Competency Maps
= can use “ASP” type services (e.g.
http://panoramicfeedback.com) to deliver
= effective use requires self perception
versus other’s perceptions comparision
and confidential dialogue with a
“dis-interested” coach whose only stake is

are
compared
to
generate

Personal
Development or Learning
Action Plan

leads to

= details the developmental activities to
be undertaken by an individual in a
specific time period
= can be driven by competency gaps,
or by individual’s projected
career progression
= organized by competencies
= lists developmental activities
under each competency
= list target dates for demonstrating
the competency at some level
in day to day behaviour on the job

Notes:
1. The blue elements are part of the Role and
Performance framework; the green elements are
part of the Role and Development framework.
The black elements are part of the
organization’s planning insfrastructure.
2. These processes can be implemented at a variety
of levels, using a variety of software tools.
3. The key to success is always “ownership” of these
activities by the executives involved.
4. HR plays a facilitation / coordination role,
rather than an ownership or management
role.
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